Residual Stress on A MEMS Structure: A Survey
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Abstract: A new approach to the local measurement of residual stress in microstructures is described in this paper. The presented technique takes advantage of the combined milling-imaging features of a focused ion beam (FIB) equipment to scale down the widely known hole drilling method. This method consists of drilling a small hole in a solid with inherent residual stresses and measuring the strains/displacements caused by the local stress release that takes place around the hole. In the presented case, the displacements caused by the milling are determined by applying digital image correlation (DIC) techniques to high resolution micrographs taken before and after the milling process. The residual stress value is then obtained by fitting the measured displacements to the analytical solution of the displacement fields. The feasibility of this approach has been demonstrated on a micro machined silicon nitride membrane showing that this method has high potential for applications in the field of mechanical characterization of micro/Nano-electro mechanical systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measurement of residual stresses is an important requirement for micro/nano electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) development. Sometimes, the resulting stresses can induce a variety of consequences which are unfavorable in most circumstances—excessive deformation, fracture, delamination, and micro structural changes in the material that can lead to breaking of structures during fabrication or affect the behavior of the final device as well as its reliability.

Consequently, the control of residual stress states is a key issue to reliability of future products. Because of the persistently increasing miniaturization and complexity of micro system devices, there will be a strong need for development of advanced residual stress measurement tools in the next years. When downsizing to micron no structures, classical methods of material testing are often impossible because appropriate testing specimens cannot be manufactured in an efficient way.

As a consequence, new mechanical testing approaches must be able to measure displacements, strains, and forces within completely shifted measurement ranges. In the last decade, several attempts to do so have been developed: methods like the curvature measurements at wafer level or the bulge based tests have become common ways to obtain stresses in thin films. Other approaches have focused on the on-purpose fabrication of micro machined structures with suitable geometries such as rings or cantilevers. However, even if these methods have proved to provide acceptable measurements of the residual stress, none of them is able to provide local stress measurement with high spatial resolution.

In this paper, we present a new approach to the measurement of residual stress in MEMS structures with high-local spatial resolution. This method uses the combined imaging-milling features of a FIB equipment to scale down to the microscale the widely known hole-drilling method. This method consists of the release of residual stresses by material removal and subsequent measurement of the induced strains in the near region of the removed volume.

In this way, through or blind holes are milled into the layer under study and induced strains are measured by strain gages placed at determined positions. Unfortunately, mechanical or laser based material removal is restricted in size and so it is the placement of adequate strain gages on the surface of a small structure. In this sense, strain measurement techniques by interferometry [i.e., electronic speckle pattern interferometry (EPSI) technique] eliminated to certain extends the need and thereby, the mechanical problems associated with the downsizing of strain gauging.
2. HOLE-DRILLING TECHNIQUE ON A MICROSCALE

The hole-drilling Strain Gage Method is one of the most widely used methods for determining residual stresses and it is based on the measurement of local stress relaxation at the sample under study. That is, the introduction of a hole into a material containing residual stresses results in an immediate stress relaxation at the free surfaces of the milled feature that also changes the stress distribution in the surrounding region, causing the local strains on the surface of the test material to change correspondingly. The common procedure for measuring the resulting strains is to mount three resistance strain gages in the form of a rosette around the site of the hole before drilling by air turbine and carbide cutters, steel twist drills or laser based material removal techniques.

However, when considering a downscaling of this method of residual stress measurement in a MEMS structure, mechanical or laser based material removal encounter size restrictions and so it happens with the placement of adequate strain gages. In this sense focused ion beam (FIB) instruments arise as a very suitable tool that allows to extend the hole-drilling method deeply into the submicron range. FIB equipment permits the milling of features down to the micrometer and nanometer scale and allow at the same time micro/nanoscopic inspection of the sample under consideration. Taking advantage of these unique features, FIB equipment can be used to mill the stress-release features on MEMS structures. Micrographs of the milled area before and after the stress release are captured by a scanning electron column, which is part of the FIB equipment. In this way, it is not the strains (as with the macroscopic technique) but primarily the displacements originating from the milling process that can be measured applying the digital image correlation (DIC) technique to the captured high resolution micrographs.

In this technique, a complete set of local image patterns coming from the digital images are correlated. The result of a two-dimensional (2-D) cross correlation with subpixel analysis in the surroundings of a correlation point primarily gives the two components of the in-plane displacement vector. Applied to a set of correlation points (e.g., to a rectangular grid of points within a user defined pitch), this method allows to extract the complete in-plane displacement field.

3. EXPERIMENTAL

The feasibility of this new technique has been tested on silicon nitride micro machined membranes. This kind of structure plays an important role as mechanical support in a wide range of membrane-based sensors. The layer under study was a 300-nm-thick low-pressure chemical vapor de positioned (LPCVD) silicon nitride membrane. The deposition was performed onto a silicon substrate at 800 under a residual pressure in the range of 190-210 mtorr. Sample processing ended with the silicon micromaching of the substrate, which was performed by means of a back side KOH etching. To make the image correlation possible, the surface of the object has to be provided with a certain pattern. In the present case, the 20-nm-thick platinum flash coating deposited on the nitride surface in order to avoid surface charging during SEM imaging fulfilled this demand.

4. LAYER CHARACTERIZATION WITH STANDARD TECHNIQUES

In order to obtain reference values of Young modulus and residual stress to compare with those obtained in the hole drilling method, the residual stress and the Young modulus of the 300-nm-thick nitride layer were measured with standard methods. A bulge test was performed to bare membranes. This method is particularly well suited in the present case because it allows to determine the residual stress of the samples as processed. Young modulus was accurately determined by Nanoindentation tests.

A homogeneous air pressure was applied at the lower side on the membrane and the resulting deflection was measured by means of a micro interferometer. The deflection in the middle of the membrane is a function of its elastic material properties and of the residual stress. Two different samples of each kind were measured and showed good reproducibility within measurement error.

In our experiment, the sample was placed in a Zeiss 1540XB Crossbeam equipment and a hole of 4.5 was milled at the central area of one of the high stressed nitride membranes. SEM imaging of a small area placed at the middle of the membrane was performed at 10 K magnification.

Measurement accuracy for displacements was nearby 1 nm, a value given for a pixel size of 10.9 nm and a sub pixel resolution of approximately 0.1. Fig. 6 shows a general view of the scanned area after
the hole drilling process. Due to the different orientation of the scanning electron and the ion beam columns, the sample needs to be tilted 54° between the imaging and the milling steps. A superficial (between 10 and 20 nm) vertical line at the right side of the image was used as reference mark between the steps, in order to reposition SEM images after ion milling.

In comparison to the non-destructive method, the destructive and semi-destructive residual stresses measurement methods generally require much less specific calibrations because they measure fundamental quantities such as displacements or strains, thus giving them a wide range of application. The hole drilling method is a cheap, fast and popular semi-destructive method. It could be applied to isotropic and machinable materials whose elastic parameters are known. The main problem of this method regards the introduction of machining stresses.

The high-speed (HS) hole drilling technique allows resolving this problem inducing a lower additional stress and it has got the advantages of a simple experimental setup, a straightforward operation, and an improved accuracy. HS Hole-drilling is suggested to measure the residual stresses in specimens with high hardness and high toughness. However, the tool wear will further cause the induced stress to increase and therefore cause significant measurement errors.

EDM hole-drilling provides as an alternative method for the measurement of residual stresses where HS hole-drilling is failed to employ in the strain gage method. It has got the advantage of no constraint on mechanical properties of ferrous materials, and has proven its capability to drill highly precise holes on various metals. When the residual stresses are not uniform with depth the incremental hole-drilling method is recommended. It needs the appropriate trade-off with regard both the number of the drilling increments and the depth of each increment.

The ring-core method is a variant of the hole drilling method suitable for much larger surface strains but it creates much greater specimen damage and is much less convenient to implement in practice. The semi destructive deep hole method combines elements of both the hole-drilling and ring-core methods. It enables the measurement of deep interior stresses for quite large specimens as steel and aluminum castings weighing several tons and it has become a standard technique for the measurement of residual stress in isotropic materials. The sectioning technique is a destructive method that gives only the average residual stresses for the area from which the piece was removed but it is still counted as a simple and accurate method for measurement in structural carbon steel, aluminum and stainless steel sections.

Many of these methods are the subject of continual advancement, but two in particular are of particular interest for the future because they have only recently become routinely available. As regards destructive methods, the contour method promises to be a useful complement to existing methods, being the first destructive method to provide high-resolution maps of the stress normal to the cut surface. However, it is not possible to make successive slices close together or at right angles to one another in order to comprehensively map the stress tensor due to stress relaxation caused by each successive cut.

The method find a number of application for example, steel welds, quenched and impacted thick plates, cold-expanded hole and aluminum alloy forging. By the nature of the cutting process, provided one can find an electro-discharge machine big enough, the contour method can reveal the stress fields over large areas. This makes it ideal for identifying hotspot locations in residual stress.

As regards non-destructive method, the use of synchrotron radiation to perform strain scanning is a relatively recent development in residual stresses measurement, and its advantages lie in favorable combination of high X-ray intensity and penetration, combined with 30 count times that range from several minutes per point to well under a minute, depending on the synchrotron source and the details of the experimental set-up. It is particularly useful for relatively thin plates of light element materials, such as aluminum alloys.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new approach to the widely known hole drilling method technique for residual stress has been presented. The combined imaging-milling features of FIB equipment have allowed to scale down this method to the micro scale and therefore to perform for the first time a highly localized measurement of residual stress of a silicon nitride micro machined membrane.
This structure has been chosen to demonstrate the feasibility of this new approach for two reasons—a membrane plays an important role as a mechanical support in a wide-range of membrane-based sensors and its residual stress can easily be characterized by means of the bulge test providing a reference value for comparison. Results obtained with this new method are consistent with the reference value. The presented methodology gives access to a completely new approach to stress measurement in MEMS structures. According to its nature, the method possesses an excellent downscaling capability that renders it especially suitable for future applications in nanostructures.
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